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MULTI-FUNCTIONAL ON-VEHICLE 
CAMERA SYSTEM AND IMAGE DISPLAY 

METHOD FOR THE SAME 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to a multi-functional 
on-vehicle camera system Which comprises a plurality of 
monitoring cameras mounted on a vehicle and a display unit 
for displaying a monitored image. Furthermore, the present 
invention relates to an image display method for this multi 
functional on-vehicle camera system. More speci?cally, the 
present invention provides a monitor image display letting a 
driver easily knoW circumferential conditions surrounding 
the vehicle. Moreover, the present invention displays such 
images at an appropriate timing according to driving con 
ditions. 

For the safety driving of automotive vehicles, a small 
camera is mounted on a vehicle and directed to a speci?c 
direction to take an image not directly vieWed by a driver’s 
eye. The taken image is displayed on a monitor in a 
passenger compartment of the vehicle. Furthermore, it is 
possible to take an image of White lines on a road and guide 
or control the vehicle based on the mutual position betWeen 
the vehicle and the detected White lines. 

Moreover, the published uneXamined Japanese patent 
application No. 7-215130, as shoWn in FIG. 16, discloses a 
vehicle monitoring system comprising a plurality of cameras 
1, 2, 3 and 4 mounted on a vehicle, a turning direction 
detecting section 5 for detecting a turning direction of the 
vehicle based on a Winker signal, a steering direction detect 
ing section 6 for detecting a steering direction of a steering 
Wheel, an instruction input section 7 for alloWing a driver to 
enter driver’s instructions, a sWitching control section 8 for 
selecting an appropriate one of images taken by the plurality 
of cameras 1, 2, 3 and 4 based on information obtained from 
the associated sections 5, 6 and 7, and an image display 
section (i.e., monitor) 9 for displaying the image selected by 
the sWitching control section 8. 

HoWever, in ordinary driving conditions of an automotive 
vehicle, a driver often applies a brake or steers a steering 
Wheel to avoid a possible accident based on a quick judge 
ment on an image displayed on the monitor. Accordingly, it 
is necessary to provide an easy-to-grasp monitor display so 
as to prevent the driver from being puZZled or making an 
erroneous judgement. In this respect, the above-described 
conventional system should be more improved. 

For eXample, the images taken by cameras mounted on a 
front side of a vehicle may be selectively displayed in 
accordance With a turning of the vehicle to the right or to the 
left. In such a case, it is important for the driver to promptly 
understand the displayed image Without taking a time to 
judge Whether this image is a right side vieW seen from the 
vehicle or a left side vieW seen from the vehicle. Such a 
prompt judgement is essentially important for a skillful 
driving operation. 

For eXample, it may be desirable to display a Word 
indicating the direction, e.g., “right” or “left”, together With 
the displayed image. HoWever, this forces the driver to carry 
out tWo thinking steps; i.e., one step of recogniZing charac 
ters and another step of understanding the direction of the 
displayed image. Arelatively long time is required for these 
steps. It may be unable to avoid an accident due to delay in 
grasping information obtained from the displayed image. 
Furthermore, the driver may not be able to quickly discrimi 
nate “right” from “left” or vice versa. 
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2 
Furthermore, When the vehicle moves backWard to a 

vacant space in a parking lot, the driver may rely on an 
image taken by a camera mounted on a rear side of the 
vehicle. HoWever, the intended vacant space may not be 
clearly displayed on the monitor due to presence of another 
vehicles already in this parking lot. In such a case, the driver 
cannot rely on the displayed image and Will hesitate in 
steering the vehicle to a target place While avoiding 
obstacles. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

To solve the above-described conventional problems, the 
present invention has an object to provide a multi-functional 
on-vehicle camera system capable of displaying an image 
for assisting the safety driving at an appropriate timing 
according to driving conditions in such a manner that the 
driver can easily grasp the displayed image. 

Furthermore, the present invention has an object to pro 
vide an image display method for such a multi-functional 
on-vehicle camera system. 

In order to accomplish the above and other related objects, 
the present invention provides a multi-functional on-vehicle 
camera system comprising a plurality of cameras mounted 
on a vehicle and a display unit displaying at least one camera 
image, Wherein image processing means is provided for 
processing images taken by the plurality of cameras, and 
system control means is provided for selecting at least one 
camera image to be processed in the image processing 
means from the images taken by the plurality of cameras 
based on vehicle conditions, and for controlling a type of 
image processing performed in the image processing means. 

According to a preferred embodiment of the present 
invention, the multi-functional on-vehicle camera system 
further comprises graphic superimposing means for super 
imposing a graphic pattern on the image processed by the 
image processing means. The system control means controls 
both a type and a position of the graphic pattern superim 
posed by the graphic superimposing means. 

According to the preferred embodiment of the present 
invention, it is preferable that the plurality of cameras 
include at least tWo cameras selected from the group con 
sisting of a rear camera taking a rear vieW seen from the 
vehicle, right and left pillar cameras taking right and left rear 
side vieWs seen from the vehicle, right and left door mirror 
cameras taking right and left door mirror vieWs seen from 
the vehicle via right and left door mirrors, right and left 
lateral cameras taking front side vieWs seen from the 
vehicle, and a front camera taking a front vieW seen from the 
vehicle. 

According to the preferred embodiment of the present 
invention, it is preferable that the display unit includes a 
right monitor displaying an image taken by a right door 
mirror camera, and a left monitor displaying an image taken 
by a left door mirror camera. 

According to the preferred embodiment of the present 
invention, it is preferable that the image processing means 
produces a plan vieW image based on images of a plurality 
of cameras so that the plan vieW image includes an image of 
the vehicle seen from above. 

According to the preferred embodiment of the present 
invention, it is preferable that the image processing means 
produces a panorama image based on images of a plurality 
of cameras. 

According to the preferred embodiment of the present 
invention, it is preferable that the image processing means 
produces a joint image by combining images of a plurality 
of cameras. 
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According to the preferred embodiment of the present 
invention, it is preferable that the image processing means 
produces a surrounding image representing a surrounding 
vieW seen from the vehicle by successively connecting 
images of all of the plurality of cameras mounted on the 
vehicle. 

According to the preferred embodiment of the present 
invention, it is preferable that the image processing means 
produces an image formed by using part of image data 
obtained from the plurality of cameras. 

According to the preferred embodiment of the present 
invention, it is preferable that the image processing means 
produces an image including a moving object approaching 
or leaving With respect to the vehicle so that the moving 
object is emphasiZing by a different color. 

According to the preferred embodiment of the present 
invention, it is preferable that the system control means 
designates the camera image to be used in the image 
processing and designates the type of image processing 
performed in the image processing means based on at least 
one signal representing vehicle conditions selected from the 
group consisting of a steering angle signal, a vehicle speed 
signal, gear position information and Winker information. 

According to the preferred embodiment of the present 
invention, it is preferable that the graphic superimposing 
means superimposes a graphic pattern of a moving object 
approaching or leaving With respect to the vehicle. 

Furthermore, the present invention provides an image 
display method for a multi-functional on-vehicle camera 
system comprising a plurality of cameras mounted on a 
vehicle and a display unit displaying at least one camera 
image, the image display method comprising a step of 
processing at least one camera image selected from the a 
plurality of images obtained from the plurality of cameras 
based on vehicle conditions, and a step of displaying a 
processed camera image on the display unit. 

According to the preferred embodiment of the present 
invention, it is preferable that the plurality of cameras 
include at least tWo cameras selected from the group con 
sisting of the rear camera, the right and left pillar cameras, 
the right and left door mirror cameras, the right and left 
lateral cameras, and the front camera. And, the images of at 
least tWo cameras are processed in the image processing 
means and displayed on the display unit. 

According to the preferred embodiment of the present 
invention, it is preferable that a plan vieW image is produced 
and displayed based on at least three images of the rear 
camera and the right and left pillar cameras When the vehicle 
moves backWard for parking. 

According to the preferred embodiment of the present 
invention, it is preferable that a plan vieW image is produced 
and displayed based on at least three images of the rear 
camera, the left pillar camera and the left door mirror camera 
When the vehicle moves backWard for parking along a left 
side of a road. 

According to the preferred embodiment of the present 
invention, it is preferable that a plan vieW image is produced 
and displayed based on at least three images of the rear 
camera, the right pillar camera and the right door mirror 
camera When the vehicle moves backWard for parking along 
a right side of a road. 

According to the preferred embodiment of the present 
invention, it is preferable that a panorama image is produced 
and displayed by combining at least tWo images of the left 
door camera and the left pillar camera When the vehicle turns 
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4 
left, thereby eliminating an accident occurring at an inside of 
the vehicle during a left turning or cornering operation. 

According to the preferred embodiment of the present 
invention, it is preferable that a panorama image is produced 
and displayed by combining at least tWo images of the right 
door camera and the right pillar camera When the vehicle 
turns right, thereby eliminating an accident occurring at an 
inside of the vehicle during a right turning or cornering 
operation. 

According to the preferred embodiment of the present 
invention, it is preferable that a panorama image is produced 
and displayed by combining at least tWo images of the left 
pillar camera and the rear camera When the vehicle performs 
lane changing to a left lane. 

According to the preferred embodiment of the present 
invention, it is preferable that a panorama image is produced 
and displayed by combining at least tWo images of the right 
pillar camera and the rear camera When the vehicle performs 
lane changing to a right lane. 

According to the preferred embodiment of the present 
invention, it is preferable that the display unit includes a 
right monitor displaying an image taken by the right door 
mirror camera and a left monitor displaying an image taken 
by the left door mirror camera. 

According to the preferred embodiment of the present 
invention, it is preferable that each of the right and left 
monitors displays a limited image seen Within a vieW angle 
of a corresponding door mirror When the vehicle is traveling. 

According to the preferred embodiment of the present 
invention, it is preferable that a panorama image is produced 
and displayed by combining three images of the right and 
left pillar cameras and the rear camera When the vehicle is 
traveling ordinarily. 

According to the preferred embodiment of the present 
invention, it is preferable that a joint image is produced and 
displayed by combining tWo images of the right and left 
lateral cameras When the vehicle is traveling sloWly or 
stopped for con?rmation of forWard or side obstacles. 

According to the preferred embodiment of the present 
invention, it is preferable that the image of the right lateral 
camera is enlarged When the vehicle turns right, and the 
image of the left lateral camera is enlarged When the vehicle 
turns left. 

According to the preferred embodiment of the present 
invention, it is preferable that the image displayed on the 
display unit includes a moving object approaching or leav 
ing With respect to the vehicle, and the object is emphasiZing 
by a different color. 

According to the preferred embodiment of the present 
invention, it is preferable that a graphic pattern is superim 
posed on the displayed image so that the graphic pattern 
represents a moving object approaching or leaving With 
respect to the vehicle. 

According to the preferred embodiment of the present 
invention, it is preferable that the image taken by the door 
mirror camera is continuously displayed When any passen 
ger is in the vehicle. 
With the characteristic features of the present invention, it 

becomes possible to display an image for assisting the safety 
driving at an appropriate timing according to driving con 
ditions in such a manner that the driver can easily grasp the 
displayed image. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The above and other objects, features and advantages of 
the present invention Will become more apparent from the 
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following detailed description Which is to be read in con 
junction With the accompanying drawings, in Which: 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram shoWing a multi-functional 
on-vehicle camera system in accordance With a preferred 
embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 2 is a ?owchart shoWing an operation of the multi 
functional on-vehicle camera system in accordance With the 
preferred embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 3 is a plan vieW shoWing a plurality of cameras 
mounted on the system vehicle in accordance With the 
preferred embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 4 is a front vieW shoWing a plurality of monitors 
installed in the system vehicle in accordance With the 
preferred embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 5 is a plan vieW shoWing layout of a plurality of 
cameras used for forming a plan vieW image in accordance 
With the preferred embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 6 is a vieW shoWing the procedure for forming the 
plan vieW image in accordance With the preferred embodi 
ment of the present invention; 

FIG. 7 is a plan vieW shoWing restriction of a vieW angle 
in each door mirror camera in accordance With the preferred 
embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 8 is a vieW shoWing a panorama image formed in 
accordance With the preferred embodiment of the present 
invention; 

FIG. 9 is a vieW shoWing a joint image formed in 
accordance With the preferred embodiment of the present 
invention; 

FIG. 10 is a block diagram shoWing the arrangement of an 
image processing section performing the image processing 
for discriminately displaying an approaching object and a 
leaving object based on the image of a camera outputting R, 
G and B signals in accordance With the preferred embodi 
ment of the present invention; 

FIG. 11 is a block diagram shoWing the arrangement of an 
image processing section performing the image processing 
for discriminately displaying an approaching object and a 
leaving object based on the image of a camera outputting an 
NTSC signal in accordance With the preferred embodiment 
of the present invention; 

FIG. 12 is a block diagram shoWing a system arrangement 
for displaying a plan vieW image in accordance With the 
preferred embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 13 is a block diagram shoWing a system arrangement 
for displaying a joint image in accordance With the preferred 
embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 14 is a block diagram shoWing a system arrangement 
for displaying a panorama image in accordance With the 
preferred embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 15 is a block diagram shoWing a system arrangement 
for displaying a surrounding image in accordance With the 
preferred embodiment of the present invention; and 

FIG. 16 is a block diagram shoWing a system arrangement 
of a conventional on-vehicle camera system. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

Hereinafter, a preferred embodiment of the present inven 
tion Will be eXplained With reference to the attached draW 
ings. Identical parts are denoted by the same reference 
numerals throughout the vieWs. 
As shoWn in FIG. 3, the multi-functional on-vehicle 

camera system in accordance With a preferred embodiment 
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6 
of the present invention comprises a total of eight cameras 
mounted circumferentially on a vehicle. A front camera 11, 
located at a front center of the vehicle, takes an image of a 
front vieW seen from the vehicle. A left lateral camera 12, 
located at a front left corner of the vehicle, takes a front left 
side vieW seen from the vehicle. A right lateral camera 13, 
located at a front right corner of the vehicle, takes a front 
right side vieW seen from the vehicle. A left door mirror 
camera 14, located on or in the vicinity of a left door mirror, 
takes a left door mirror vieW seen from the vehicle via a left 
door mirror. A right door mirror camera 15, located on or in 
the vicinity of a right door mirror, takes a right door mirror 
vieW seen from the vehicle via a right door mirror. A left 
pillar camera 16, located on or in the vicinity of a left rear 
pillar, takes a left rear side vieW seen from the vehicle. A 
right pillar camera 17, located on or in the vicinity of a right 
rear pillar, takes a right rear side vieW seen from the vehicle. 
A rear camera 18, located at a rear center of the vehicle, 
takes a rear vieW seen from the vehicle. 

FIG. 4 shoWs a total of three monitors installed in a 
passenger compartment of the vehicle. A main monitor 19 is 
embedded in a dash board. Aleft vieW monitor 20 and a right 
vieW monitor 21 are installed near the upper end of a front 
Windshield glass. The main monitor 19 has a screen siZe 
larger than those of the left and right vieW monitors 20 and 
21. 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram shoWing a schematic arrange 
ment of a vehicle incorporating the multi-functional 
on-vehicle camera system of the present invention. Each of 
the above-described cameras 11 to 18 mounted on the 
vehicle is constituted by a solid image pickup element, such 
as CCD or CMOS image pickup element. An image data 
transmitting section 31, associated With a corresponding 
camera, converts a video signal of this camera into image 
data and transmits the converted image data via a vide bus 
35. An image processing section 47 receives the image data 
transmitted via the video bus 35 to analyZe the image data 
and perform editing and composing processing. A memory 
48 is used as a Work area for the image processing. A 
plurality of D/A converting sections 50—52 convert the 
processed image data into an analog signal. A character 
generator 46 produces a graphic pattern displayed in accor 
dance With a code. A character generator control section 45 
controls the graphic pattern produced from the character 
generator 46. AmiXer 49 miXes the graphic pattern produced 
from the character generator 46 With the image produced 
from the D/A converter 50. The main monitor 19, the left 
vieW monitor 20, and the right vieW monitor 21 display the 
image. A camera control section 43 controls the direction/ 
angle of each of the cameras 11—18 as Well as image pickup 
conditions. An alarm generating section 44 raises the alarm. 
A system control section 42 controls various sections based 
on driver’s instructions entered from an operating section 
36, a steering angle signal 37, a vehicle speed signal 38, gear 
position information 39, a Winker signal 40 and a supersonic 
distance sensor 41. 

Furthermore, each image data transmitting section 31 
comprises an A/D converting section 32 converting the 
video signal of each camera into a digital signal, a frame 
memory 34 storing image data, and a frame memory control 
section 33 controlling storage and transmission of the image 
data. 
The cameras 11—18 produce various video signals in 

conformity With NTSC standards, PAL standards etc. Or, the 
camera output signals may meet the VGA standards. The 
video signals for each standard include R, G and B outputs, 
Y, U and V outputs, a composite output, as Well as digital 
outputs. The digital outputs require no A/D and D/A con 
verters. 
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The system control section 42 inputs various sensing 
signals; e.g., the steering angle signal 37 representing a 
steering angle of a steering Wheel, the vehicle speed signal 
38 representing a rotational speed of a Wheel, the gear 
position information 39 representing a gear position in a 
poWer train mechanism of the vehicle, the Winker signal 40 
responsive to a right or left turning lever, and the supersonic 
distance sensor 41 located at a front or rear side of the 
vehicle to detect a distance from this vehicle to a neighbor 
ing vehicle or obstacle. 

The system control section 42 controls each image data 
transmitting section 31 based on the obtained information as 
Well as the driver’s instructions entered from the operating 
section 36. The system control section 42 sends selected 
image data obtained from the cameras 11—18 to the image 
processing section 47. Furthermore, the system control 
section 42 controls the Way of processing images in the 
image processing section 47. To this end, the system control 
section 42 controls the camera control section 43 to adjust 
the direction/angle of each camera, thereby obtaining nec 
essary image data. 

The image processing section 47 analyZes the received 
image data, edits the image data, and composes the images 
based on instructions sent from the system control section 
42. Furthermore, the image processing section 47 sends 
required analysis result to the system control section 42. The 
system control section 42 activates the alarm generating 
section 44 and controls the character generator control 
section 45 if necessary based on the obtained analysis result. 

The character generator control section 45, When it 
receives an instruction from the system control section 42, 
causes the character generator 46 to output a graphic pattern 
to be superimposed on the image processed by the image 
processing section 47. 

To assist the safety driving, the monitors 19 to 21 display 
the images at an appropriate timing according to driving 
conditions in such a manner that the driver can easily grasp 
the displayed image. 

Hereinafter, the image processing performed chie?y in the 
image processing section 47 Will be explained in greater 
detail. 

Plan VieW Image 

The plan vieW image, i.e., an image of the vehicle and 
surroundings seen from above, is obtained by analyZing and 
composing the plurality of images obtained from the cam 
eras mounted on the vehicle. For example, When the vehicle 
moves backWard for parking, the main monitor 19 displays 
the plan vieW image of a parking lot seen from above. Thus, 
the driver can clearly recogniZe a vacant space in the parking 
lot based on the image displayed on the main monitor 19. A 
non-published Japanese patent application No. 11-109946 
discloses details about the method for creating the plan vieW 
image. 

FIG. 6 shoWs the procedure of forming the plan vieW 
image by using the images obtained from the door mirror 
cameras 14 and 15, the pillar cameras 16 and 17, and the rear 
camera 18 shoWn in FIG. 5. According to FIG. 6, the left side 
and the central portion of a composite image is formed based 
on the images obtained from the left door mirror camera 14, 
the left pillar camera 16, and the rear camera 18. 

First, the images obtained from the left door mirror 
camera 14, the left pillar camera 16, and the rear camera 18 
are converted into projective images projected on the road. 
To this end, a road area is determined so as to correspond to 
the ?eld of vieW of each camera shoWn in FIG. 5. The image 
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8 
taken by each camera is converted into the projected-on 
road image through coordinate conversion. Each projected 
on-road image thus obtained is Weighted in accordance With 
an 0t map Which indicates an area necessary for forming the 
plan vieW image. The Weighted images are then combined to 
form a composite image. 
The images of the right door mirror camera 15 and the 

right pillar camera 17 are processed in the same manner. 
Thus, all of the Weighted images being Weighted by 0t maps 
are combined to form a composite image. A graphic image 
representing an automotive vehicle is disposed on a vehicle 
position in the obtained composite image. The memory 48 
stores the graphic image representing an automotive vehicle. 

In this manner, the plan vieW image is created. The 
obtained plan vieW image includes the system vehicle and 
surroundings. 
The above-described plan vieW image emphasiZes the rear 

side of the system vehicle based on the images of the door 
mirror cameras 14 and 15, the pillar cameras 16 and 17 and 
the rear camera 18. It is hoWever possible to obtain a plan 
vieW image emphasiZing the left side and the left rear side 
of the system vehicle based on the images of the left lateral 
camera 12, the left door mirror camera 14, the left pillar 
camera 16, and the rear camera 18. Similarly, it is possible 
to obtain a plan vieW image emphasiZing the right side and 
the right rear side of the system vehicle from the images of 
the right lateral camera 13, the right door mirror camera 15, 
the right pillar camera 17, and the rear camera 18. These tWo 
plan image vieWs serve as useful image information for 
assisting the driver When parking along left and right sides 
of a road. 

The number of cameras used for forming the plan vieW 
image may be tWo or less. 

Panorama Image 

The panorama image is a super Wide image obtained by 
combining a plurality of images taken by the cameras 
mounted on the vehicle. More speci?cally, the panorama 
image has a vieW angle of approximately 160—170° Whereas 
an ordinary Wide image has a vieW angle of approximately 
120°. 

FIG. 8 shoWs a method of forming the panorama image. 
For example, an image 91 of the right door mirror camera 15 
and an image 92 of the right pillar camera 17 are analyZed 
to detect image elements commonly involved in the ana 
lyZed images 91 and 92. Then, a panorama image is com 
posed by overlapping the common elements involved in 
both images 91 and 92. When the resultant panorama image 
is displayed on the main monitor 19, the driver can grasp a 
Wide range of circumferential conditions around the vehicle 
at a glance. The panorama image is advantageous compared 
With the normal images having more narroWer vieW angles 
in that the driver can immediately understand the relation 
ship betWeen the actual position and the displayed image. 
Hence, in a urgent situation Where the driver’s prompt 
operation based on the displayed image is required, the 
panorama image makes it possible for the driver to perform 
the vehicle driving operation properly Without any hesita 
tion. 

In the formation of the panorama image, it is necessary to 
adjust the direction/angle of each camera so that tWo cam 
eras are in a partly overlapped relationship in their ?elds of 
vieW While providing a suf?ciently Wide vieW angle When 
their ?elds of vieW are integrated. Accordingly, When the 
panorama image is displayed, the system control section 42 
instructs the camera control section 43 to perform the 
direction/angle adjustment for respective cameras 11—18. 
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Furthermore, it is possible to combine three or more 
camera images to produce a panorama image. 

Surrounding Image 
The surrounding image is formed by successively con 

necting all the images taken by the cameras 11—18 based on 
a driver’s instruction of the operating section 36. Thus, the 
surrounding image is an image continuously displaying 
surroundings or circumstances around the vehicle. The oper 
ating section 36 is a joystick type Which alloWs the driver to 
instruct a preferable direction. When the driver instructs any 
preferable direction, the system control section 42 causes the 
image data transmitting sections 31 of appropriate neigh 
boring cameras, e.g., camera 11 and camera 12, located in 
the driver’s instructing direction to output images. The 
image processing section 47 connects the output images by 
overlapping the same image elements as performed in the 
formation of the panorama image. When the driver’s 
instructing direction is changed continuously in the clock 
Wise direction, the images of the cameras 12 and 14 are 
connected and then the images of the cameras 14 and 16 are 
connected. In this manner, neighboring images are succes 
sively connected one by one. The image processing is 
performed in such a manner that the displayed images are 
continuously scrolled in one direction on the monitor screen. 
Accordingly, When the driver’s instruction for the surround 
ing display is entered from the operating section 36, the 
main monitor 19 displays the surrounding image succes 
sively along an entire circumference of the vehicle. 

Like the above-described formation of the panorama 
image, the camera control section 43 adjusts the direction/ 
angle of respective cameras 11—18 based on the instruction 
sent from the system control section 42 so as to optimiZe the 
resultant surrounding image. 

Joint Image 
The joint image is a combination of tWo discontinuous 

images With a clear boundary thereof. For example, the 
driver may intend to turn the vehicle right in a sloW speed 
condition. In such a case, the main monitor 19 displays a 
joint image consisting of the image taken by the left lateral 
camera 12 and the image taken by the right lateral camera 13 
as shoWn in FIG. 9A. 

In this manner, by displaying tWo images as a joint image, 
the camera direction of each displayed image can be grasped 
perceptually. Furthermore, the conditions seen from the 
vehicle in different directions can be recogniZed at a glance. 
This makes it possible to quickly obtain the circumferential 
information of the right and left sides of the road. Such 
information is usually unobtainable unless the driver sWings 
his/her head in both right and left directions. 
As shoWn in FIG. 9B, When the vehicle turns left, the 

main monitor 19 enlarges the image taken by the left lateral 
camera 12 compared With the image taken by the right 
lateral camera 13. On the contrary, as shoWn in FIG. 9C, 
When the vehicle turns right, the main monitor 19 enlarges 
the image taken by the right lateral camera 13 compared 
With the image taken by the left lateral camera 12. Thus, the 
driver can perceive the camera direction of each displayed 
image intuitionally in connection With the advancing direc 
tion of the vehicle. In this case, the image corresponding to 
the turning direction of the vehicle is enlarged because the 
driver should pay a greater caution to the turning direction 
of the vehicle. Thus, the driver can unconsciously ?nd the 
image to be paid attention. 

VieW Field Limited Image 

The vieW ?eld limited image is a limited image taken by 
each of the door mirror camera 14 and 15, corresponding an 
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image seen Within a vieW angle of a door mirror When the 
vehicle is traveling, as shoWn in FIG. 7. To this end, the 
image processing section 47 abandons the image data out 
side a door mirror effective area from the image data of each 
of the door mirror cameras 14 and 15. Furthermore, the 
image processing section 47 enlarges the image data of the 
door mirror effective area to a full range of the screen. After 
being processed in this manner, the limited image taken by 
the left door mirror camera 14 is displayed on the left vieW 
monitor 20. Similarly, the limited image taken by the right 
door mirror camera 15 is displayed on the right vieW monitor 
21. 

The reason Why the images of the door mirror cameras 14 
and 15 are converted into the vieW ?eld limited images is to 
effectively utiliZe the drive feeling acquired through driver’s 
experiences. The driver can look the displayed images of the 
left vieW monitor 20 and the right vieW monitor 21 Without 
any unusual feeling. In other Words, the information 
obtained from the door mirror cameras 14 and 15 is sub 
stantially identical With the information obtained from the 
door mirrors. In actual driving operation, the image infor 
mation outside the door mirror effective area is not so useful 
in the vehicle traveling condition. It is thus believed that 
clearly displaying the image of the door mirror effective area 
can provide a meaningful display. 

Addition of Image Information 

To raise driver’s caution, or to aid driver’s understanding 
the displayed image, a supplementary graphic pattern is 
added or part of the displayed image is modi?ed. The 
folloWing is practical examples of additional image infor 
mation. 
(a) Discriminating Approaching Object and Leaving Object 

It is, for example, desirable that a red frame is put on an 
automotive vehicle approaching to the system vehicle While 
a green frame is put on a vehicle or other object leaving from 
the system vehicle. 

To this end, the image processing section 47 detects a 
motion vector based on the frame-by-frame comparison on 
the image data taken by the front camera 11. The image 
processing section 47 obtains coordinate values of an object 
approaching to or leaving from the system vehicle. The 
image processing section 47 transmits the obtained coordi 
nate values of the approaching or leaving object to the 
system control section 42. The system control section 42 
instructs the character generator control section 45 to output 
a red or green frame and designates its position. The 
character generator control section 45 controls the character 
generator 46 to outputs a designated graphic pattern to a 
designated position. The graphic pattern produced from the 
character generator 46 is sent to the mixer 49. The mixer 49 
mixes the received graphic pattern With the image processed 
by the image processing section 47. The main monitor 19 
displays the resultant image including an approaching object 
encircled by the red frame and a leaving object encircled by 
the green frame. 

It is hoWever possible to emphasiZe the approaching 
object itself instead of putting the graphic pattern (i.e., red 
frame). For example, the approaching object itself can be 
emphasiZed by red and the leaving object can be emphasiZed 
by green. 

FIG. 10 is a functional block diagram shoWing the 
arrangement of the image processing section 47 to realiZe 
such display. The image processing section 47 comprises a 
binary coding section 61 for converting an input image into 
a binary-coded image. A comparing section 62 compares the 
binary-coded image entered from the binary coding section 












